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Abstract. Pre-operative locoregional treatments (PLT) delay the tu-
mor progression by necrosis for patients with hepato-cellular carcinoma
(HCC). Toward an efficient evaluation of PLT response, we address the
estimation of liver tumor necrosis (TN) from CT scans. The TN rate
could shortly supplant standard criteria (RECIST, mRECIST, EASL or
WHO) since it has recently shown higher correlation to survival rates.
To overcome the inter-expert variability induced by visual qualitative
assessment, we propose a semi-automatic method that requires weak in-
teraction efforts to segment parenchyma, tumoral active and necrotic
tissues. By combining SLIC supervoxels and random decision forest, it
involves discriminative multi-phase cluster-wise features extracted from
registered dynamic contrast-enhanced CT scans. Quantitative assess-
ment on expert groundtruth annotations confirms the benefits of exploit-
ing multi-phase information from semantic regions to accurately segment
HCC liver tumors.
1 Introduction
Hepato-cellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common type of liver cancer and
the third most frequent cause of cancer-related death. Pre-operative locoregional
treatments (PLT) tend to downstage HCC tumors by necrosis. Standard evalu-
ation scores (RECIST, mRECIST, EASL or WHO) used to predict the response
to PLT do not provide fully satisfactory results [1]. A more efficient HCC pa-
tient follow-up is reached through tumor necrosis (TN) rate which provides more
significant correlation with survival rates.
To overcome inter-expert variability induced by visual qualitative assessment,
we present a computed-aided diagnosis method for TN rate computation. Assess-
ing TN remains an open issue due to a wide variability of shape, size, location,
contour aspect and intensity of HCC tumors. It requires the segmentation of
healthy liver parenchyma as well as tumoral active and necrotic areas (Fig. 4).
For this task, dynamic contrast-enhanced images provide discriminative infor-
mation since HCC is characterized by arterial enhancement followed by venous
washout in response to contrast agent injection [2].
Dynamic contrast-enhanced images have been recently exploited for HCC
liver tumor segmentation via extraction of multi-phase voxel-wise features used
in level sets [3], k-means [4] or graph cuts [5]. These multi-phase features cap-
ture the dynamic in response to agent injection and tend to build a full perfusion
model from low temporal resolution data (Fig. 3b). However, to reach a better
accuracy, user interaction appears necessary since arterial enhancement and ve-
nous washout depend on contrast agent kinetic and injection protocol [2]. In
this direction, tumor extraction has been covered in an interactive perspective
for single-phase images [6,7] by relying on supervised ensemble learning with
single-phase voxel-wise features including spatial characteristics. Although more
appropriate, such strategy is voxel-wise as in [3,4,5] and therefore requires a
significant amount of interaction while relying on a limited spatial context
In this work, we propose to exploit robust multi-phase cluster-wise features
extracted from registered multi-phase contrast-enhanced CT scans by combining
clustering and supervised ensemble learning. Performing interactive learning and
prediction on semantic regions allow tumor segmentation to take advantage of
discriminative dynamic information at an extended spatial extent. Moreover, it
ensures weak interactions efforts for practitioners. This method applied to TN
rate estimation is a key step toward accurate PLT response assessment.
2 Methodology
2.1 Traditional approach: single-phase voxel-wise random forest
In an interactive setting for image segmentation, the user usually defines manu-
ally a set ofK labeled voxels S = {vk, c(vk)}k∈{1,...,K} where c(vk) ∈ {c1, ..., cN}
is the label at voxel vk with N the total class number. The set S , referred as
training data, is used to build a voxel/label mapping model whose aim is to
predict the label c(v) of each test voxel v . In the context of ensemble learn-
ing methods, random decision forests [8] have grown in popularity due to their
ability to offer a unified framework for many machine learning tasks [9].
A random decision forest consists of T independent trees made of both in-
ternal nodes which split input data according to binary tests and terminal nodes
which reach all together a final data partition. At each internal node, the split
sends voxels to left and right children nodes. For this task, the associated binary
test focuses on a randomly subset θˆ(v) of the visual features θ(v) extracted for
input voxels v and halve the input dataset according to:
h(v , θ) =
{
true, if τlow < θˆ(v) < τup
false, otherwise
(1)
where θˆ(v) is compared to thresholds τlow and τup. In the context of tumor
segmentation, methods relying on random decision forest such as [7,10] usually
focus on one single image and therefore involve single-phase visual features θ(v).
I˜WI I˜AR IEV I˜LV liver mask
Fig. 1. Registered multi-phase input data (I˜WI, I˜AR, IEV and I˜LV) obtained from dynamic
contrast-enhanced CT scans with associated liver segmentation mask.
During training, each tree takes the training voxel set S as input and opti-
mizes its own internal nodes ({τlow, τup, θˆ(v)}) via information gain maximiza-
tion [9] to obtain the most discriminative binary tests with respect to S . After
this optimization, each leaf node lt of the t
th tree receives a partition S lt of the
training data S and produces an entire class probability distribution: plt(ci|S)∀i ∈ {1, ..., N}. To predict the label c(v) of a given test voxel v with associated
single-phase features θ(v), v is injected into each optimized tree which makes it
reaches a leaf node lt per tree following split rules. For each label ci, we get:
p(c(v) = ci) =
1
T
T∑
t=1
plt(c(v) = ci|S) =
1
T
T∑
t=1
|{vk, c(vk)} ∈ S lt | c(vk) = ci|
|S lt |
(2)
The final predition of c(v) corresponds to the label ci maximizing p(c(v) = ci):
c(v) = arg max
ci
p(c(v) = ci) (3)
2.2 Proposed methodology: multi-phase cluster-wise random forest
From voxels to semantic regions. In the traditional approach (Sec. 2.1),
voxels are acting without inter-dependencies which may result in a lack of spa-
tial consistency regarding classification results. Features are sometimes explicitly
related to spatial context [7,10] but spatial extent remains limited. A-posteriori
regularization techniques such as conditional random field (CRF) [11] would
more accurately introduce spatial constraints but it strongly increases computa-
tional complexity. Moreover, such voxel-wise learning-based approaches require
a significant amount of interaction for the end-user to get a large enough training
set. To reduce interaction efforts and intrinsically introduce spatial consistency,
we perform random forest on training and test semantic regions instead of voxels.
Exploiting multi-phase input data. Since practitioners focus HCC diagnosis
on the association of both arterial hypervascularity and venous washout [2], we
propose to take full advantage of multi-phase contrast-enhanced CT scans. In
practice, for a given examination, a contrast agent is injected to the patient and
CT scans are acquired at different phases : before injection (WI) but also after at
arterial (AR), early venous (EV) and late venous (LV) phases. Each examination
(a) 3D SLIC supervoxels (b) user selection (c) our 3D segmentation
Fig. 2. Semi-automatic tumor segmentation with multi-phase cluster-wise random for-
est: by performing user interaction (b) and learning on 3D supervoxels (a), it segments
parenchyma (blue), active (red) and necrotic (green) areas of the 3D liver volume (c).
consists in a set of images S I = {IWI, IAR, IEV, ILV} which are warped with respect
to IEV since IEV exhibits greater inter-class contrasts than other acquisitions.
The set of registered multi-phase images (Fig. 1) is S I˜ = {I˜WI, I˜AR, IEV, I˜LV} where
.˜ denotes warped scans. To obtain S I˜ from S I , we apply a symmetric diffeomor-
phic non-rigid registration based on the variational formulation of [12]. A liver
segmentation mask (Fig. 1) is assumed to be available at EV phase.
Proposed protocol. Our interactive tumor segmentation method translates
in multi-phase cluster-wise random forest classification for TN rate estimation.
N = 3 classes are considered: parenchyma, active and necrotic areas.
First, the liver volume is over-segmented using a 3D extension of the sim-
ple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) superpixel algorithm [13]. Starting from all
the voxels belonging to the liver mask in IEV, SLIC provides a set of KR 3D
compact clusters R = {r i}i∈{1,...,KR} (Fig. 2a). Then, the interactive training
cluster selection occurs. Instead of brushing strokes on many voxels, the prac-
titioner has only to select and label a subset of R (Fig. 2b). We claim that
such interaction is more suitable for clinical practice due to its simplicity and its
possible integration in multi-examination training. It results in a training clus-
ter set S = {r j , c(r j)}j⊂{1,...,KR} combining cluster r j with groundtruth labels
c(r j) ∈ {c1, c2, . . . , cN}. A random forest is then built based on the training set
S via a training procedure for which internal nodes are optimized with respect
to multi-phase cluster-wise visual features θ(r j) assigned to each cluster r j .
Test clusters r (r ∈ R\S) are then propagated into the forest to get a label
prediction c(r) (Fig. 2c) based on their own multi-phase cluster-wise features.
Finally, the TN rate τ is computed as follows: τ =
∑
r
|r |.1c(r)=c1∑
r
|r |.[1c(v)=c0+1c(v)=c1 ]
where
|r | is the number of voxels in cluster r , c0 and c1 active and necrosis labels.
Multi-phase cluster-wise features. The accuracy of our method is related
to the ability of the features to discriminate the different tissues. We assign to
each semantic region, r , 20 multi-phase cluster-wise visual features divided into
3 groups (Fig. 3a). The two first groups introduce spatial characteristics in terms
of intensity and gradient magnitude at the cluster spatial extent. In both cases
and for each phase, mean and standard deviation values are computed among all
voxels of r . Thus, we quantify intrinsic intensity, visual homogeneity, textural
information and texture-scale repartition. The third group fully exploits dynamic
Related to Multi-phase cluster-wise features Nb
Spatial intensity
mean intensity including BL 4
standard deviation 4
Spatial gradient
mean gradient magnitude 4
standard deviation 4
Multi-phase
peak enhancement (PE) 1
area under enhancement curve (AUC) 1
inter-phase diff. ∆EV/AR, ∆LV/EV 2
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Multi-phase cluster-wise features involved into random forest (a) to discrimi-
nate the different tissues and illustration of dynamic features (b).
contrast-enhanced data by combining several multi-phase intensity information
averaged among the voxels of r : dynamic features used in [3,4,5] including peak
enhancement (PE) and area under curve (AUC) (Fig. 3b) to which is added
inter-phase intensity differences ∆EV/AR and ∆LV/EV since PE only compares
WI and AR. The baseline pre-contrast (BL) (Fig. 3b) is taken into account with
intensity features. These dynamic features discriminate clusters based on their
own dynamic characterized by arterial enhancement and venous washout.
3 Results
Evaluation on clinical data. The protocol has been tested on data collected
from 7 examinations {e1, e2, . . . , e7} performed on patients with HCC. Each ex-
amination results in a set of dynamic contrast-enhanced CT scans including IWI,
IAR and IEV with additional ILV for e1 and e2. For each ei, 6 equally reparted
2D axial slices have been selected in IEV to cover the tumor spatial extent and
labeled by 4 experts in hepato-digestive surgery to reach groundtruth (GT) seg-
mentation masks delimitating parenchyma, active and necrotic tissues. Manual
segmentation is performed on temporally averaged images over all phases. It
results in a database of 42 slices with associated fused GT masks obtained by
fusing all the expert annotations with STAPLE [14]. This database has been
created since, to our knowledge, no such data is freely available.
Each examination ei is processed independently. For each one, we extract
among all the 3D SLIC clusters those overlapping the annotated 2D axial slices.
Among these clusters, we identify those whose intersection with annotated slices
has a predominant GT label (consensus over at least 95% of voxels). This pre-
dominant label is assigned to the 3D cluster as its own GT label. Finally, 1/3 of
these labeled 3D SLIC clusters are randomly selected (to simulate user interac-
tion) and used to train our multi-phase cluster-wise random forest (MpCl -RF).
Once trained, the forest is employed to classify all the remaining 3D SLIC clus-
ters. We provide comparisons with single-phase voxel-wise (SpVx ), single-phase
cluster-wise (SpCl) and multi-phase voxel-wise (MpVx ) random forest (RF). To
make comparisons possible, training for Sp/MpVx focus on voxels belonging to
clusters selected for training in Sp/MpCl. Each forest contains T = 100 trees.
Features differ for each method. Cluster-wise strategies assign to clusters
the features of Fig. 3 for MpCl and a modified set for SpCl since multi-phase
features are ousted and spatial intensity and gradient ones only focus on IEV. In
voxel-wise, MpVx assigns to voxels intrisic and spatially averaged (33 windows)
intensity and gradient at each phase as well as PE, AUC, ∆EV/AR and ∆LV/EV
whereas SpVx only involves intrisic and averaged intensity and gradient in IEV.
SpVx, SpCl, MpVx and MpCl are quantitatively assessed via TN rate error
∆τ = |τ−τGT | comparing estimated and GT TN rates and DICE coefficients be-
tween obtained and fused GT masks for parenchyma, active and necrotic tissues:
DICEprcm, DICEactiv and DICEnecro. To be less sensitive to the variability due
to RF random aspects, results for each ei are averaged over 10 realizations.
Discussion. We present in Tab. 1 a comparative assessment of the 4 methods
through ∆τ and DICE coefficients averaged over the whole database. Segmenta-
tion results are displayed on Fig. 4 with corresponding fused GT mask (one slice
per examination). The comparative study reveals better results using MpCl -RF.
It obtains the smallest ∆τ with 5.26 and the highest DICE for parenchyma,
active and necrotic areas with 74.4, 71.9 and 93.3. In comparison, MpVx -RF
reaches equivalent DICEnecro but less accurate ∆τ , DICEactiv and DICEprcm.
According to visual results (Fig. 4), MpVx -RF allows an obvious worst spatial
consistency while requiring more interaction efforts compared to MpCl -RF.
The comparison between single and multi-phase approaches confirms that
exploiting multi-phase CT images instead of one single scan significantly im-
proves the results with gains of DICE around 8.6 (11.2), 8.1 (6.8) and 3.6 (6.9)
resp. for cluster and voxel-based strategies. The significant differences between
Sp/MpCl -RF tend to justify the use of robust multi-phase features when making
RF working on clusters since a classification error on one single cluster can have a
strong impact on the accuracy. In addition, the averaged maximum inter-expert
variability computed over the GT masks provided by the 4 experts is 21.2±15.2
in TN rate. This significant variability reinforces the necessity to work toward
Table 1. Quantitative comparisons of single-phase voxel-wise (SpVx ), single-phase
cluster-wise (SpCl), multi-phase voxel-wise (MpVx ) and the proposed multi-phase
cluster-wise (MpCl) random forest (RF) through TN rate error and DICE coefficients
averaged over the whole database. Best results are emphasized in bold.
methods SpVx -RF SpCl-RF MpVx -RF MpCl-RF
∆τ 6.40± 2.85 9.13± 4.78 6.60± 3.32 5.26± 3.90
DICEactiv 54.3± 17.2 65.8± 15.3 65.5± 12.4 74.4± 12.6
DICEnecro 65.0± 21.6 63.8± 25.8 71.8± 17.6 71.9± 19.5
DICEprcm 80.5± 13.1 89.7± 4.90 87.4± 9.00 93.3± 3.08
- test slice SpVx -RF SpCl-RF MpVx -RF MpCl-RF fused GT
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Fig. 4. HCC liver tumor segmentation results via single-phase voxel-wise (SpVx ),
single-phase cluster-wise (SpCl), multi-phase voxel-wise (MpVx ) and the proposed
multi-phase cluster-wise (MpCl) random forest (RF) with groundtruth (GT) masks.
Parenchyma, active and necrotic areas are respectively in blue, red and green.
an efficient computed-aided diagnosis method dedicated to TN rate estimation
in order to overcome the bias induced by visual qualitative assessment.
4 Conclusion
In this work, we addressed the semi-automatic evaluation of pre-operative locore-
gional treatments (PLT) response for hepato-cellular carcinoma (HCC). Toward
this goal, we proposed a method that estimates the tumor necrosis (TN) rate
from dynamic contrast-enhanced CT scans. While ensuring weak interaction ef-
forts for practitioners, it accurately segments parenchyma, active and necrotic
tissues. Our approach applies random forest on supervoxels and involves robust
multi-phase cluster-wise features. Quantitative assessment on clinical data con-
firms the benefits of exploiting dynamic information extracted from multi-phase
images at a cluster spatial extent. Multi-examination learning would deserve fur-
ther investigation to make the proposed strategy becoming fully automatic. More
generally, it could be easily applied to other tumor types, organs and modalities.
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